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this book is a compilation of different biographies of eminent personalities of the history of india. this
book is helpful to understand the history of india and national leaders of india from past to present.
this book is very useful for upsc, ias, ifs, ips, ies, cds, nda, capf or cisf ac, iss, cms. this book is very
useful to get the spectrum of indian culture test. this book is about gandhi nehru, tagore and other
eminent personalities of modern india. this book is useful for civil services exams only. this book is
useful for upsc ias, ifs, ips, ies, cds, nda, capf or cisf ac, iss, cms. this book is very useful to get the

spectrum of indian culture test. the book has been written in simple, everyday language, to create a
bridge between the written and spoken word. there is also a detailed chronology of the lives and

achievements of gandhi, nehru and tagore. each of the three great leaders has become a symbol of a
specific aspect of the freedom struggle. nehru has been depicted as a man of words and an eloquent
speaker, while gandhi is known as the man of action. tagore has been hailed as a poet and guru. this

book, therefore, attempts to bring out the multiple facets of the individual personalities and the
collective achievement.
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these three books by gopinath pillai, are an
important part of his life and his struggle for
the freedom of india. they have helped me
to understand more clearly the goals and

motives of gandhiji and other freedom
fighters. gandhi's first world war writings

are addressed to people in india. he writes
about the need for establishing civil

administration, educating the masses,
eradicating poverty and finding a solution to

the problem of untouchability. he writes
that he is aware of the fact that there are
many, very rich indians who have been

supporting the british because they know it
is in their interest to do so. he states that
he does not want to speak in the name of

other indians who have not spoken out
because they are afraid of being considered
anti-british. he writes that the indian people

have been passive and have been facing
severe oppression. he writes that the british
are exploiting the india of today, and they

are doing it with the help of the indians. the
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people of india are helpless and silent, and
there is no one to call upon to save them.
he writes that the indian people need to

take some bold decisions. he asks all
indians to unite and work together to

achieve independence. he says that to
achieve independence, the indian people
will have to be united, and there will have

to be a common cause to achieve
independence. he appeals to the indians to

take pride in their past and to start the
process of reconstruction. he says that india

has all the requisite skills, science,
technology and knowledge to achieve

independence. he writes that the indian
people should have faith in the institutions

and institutions in place. he also writes
about india and its history. he writes that

there are many people who think that india
is not capable of achieving independence.
he says that india is capable of achieving

independence and has the requisite means
and skills to achieve this. he calls upon the

indians to set up factories and businesses to
provide employment to the people. he

writes that the indian people should not just
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talk of independence but also do something
to achieve this. he states that if the indian
people are united, work together, and take

bold decisions, they will achieve
independence. he writes that the only way

to achieve independence is to work
together and to realize that the fight has

only just begun. 5ec8ef588b
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